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KOS IN DIE KAROO (VAN WYKSDORP)
LANDMARK FOUNDATION AND GCBR

COLLABORATIVE PROJECT
Kos in die Karoo is a sister project of KOS EN FYNBOS which runs in the George area. 
Kos En Fynbos is a ground swell movement
initiated by members of the George community in
2014. It aims at creating a community that is
independent, self- sustained, creative, loving and
sharing, a community that desires to improve
themselves and their environment by taking the
first steps in creating that change. Food, water and
waste are the key elements totally interwoven in
changing the environment people live in. 
There are over 200 members and the movement
continues to grow daily.
The community understands and only seeks
assistance in attaining resources such as, grass,
manure, seeds, trees, etc. and do not seek
monetary contributions. 
The project is managed by Landmark Foundation.
The launch of the KOS IN DIE KAROO took place on Friday 23rd September in a gathering of community 
members in Van Wyksdorp, interested in food gardens. During the presentation the core values and “spirit” of
the project were explained. Four coordinators of KOS EN FYNBOS from George were able to give personal 
accounts of their involvement with the project and the importance of food gardens. They inspired the 

community to become self-sustained and to look after their 
environment. There was a very good turnout considering the 
size of the town. 

The community responded well and 9 households put their 
names forward to become part of the KOS IN DIE KAROO food
garden movement. There were people from all walk of life 
gathered to hear about this food garden project. We had soup
around a fire to encourage the conversations around the 
event. The following day we held demos at each and every 
house that requested assistance. The team demonstrated the 
“NO DIG” system, which requires a third of the water and 
does not require the soil to be tilled. The main ingredients are



manure, cardboard, newspaper and dry long grass and obviously seeds/lings. There is a 100% success rate 
and this makes it easier to become enthusiastic about
gardening
Whilst the demonstrations were being held the core
values and “spirit/ethos” of the movement was
transferred by the presenters. Values were transferred
and new attitudes were being made.
Values such as: caring for the plants, keeping the house
clean from litter, passing on the skills obtained with
neighbors and sharing the fruits with others. Caring for
animals, harvesting water and re-using and utilizing
every item lying around were encouraged. Friends were
made and partnerships established. 
I saw many happy faces and new ways of thinking emerging from just these two days.

It is important to mention that each household was assisted with manure, cardboard boxes, newspaper and 
seedlings in order to demonstrate the NO DIG system. In future there will be a site where manure and grass 
can be collected by the community. This project is strictly based on minimal resources usage and with no 
monetary rewards or handouts. Only recognition for good work in the community will be awarded with trees, 
more seeds, fruit trees, worms etc.. all items that will enhance a caring gardeners’ home. 
The project aims to build further skills in composting, worm farming etc.. And can only move as fast as its 
slowest member so as to encourage camaraderie. 

Thank you to Andre for coordinating the collection of all the 
materials used and to the funders for accommodating and 
looking after the guests from George. 

I take this opportunity to thank the team that came from George,
for giving up their time to spread the love for food gardens, the 
environment and pride in oneself though beautifying the home.

We  look forward to visiting these homes and hearing the stories 
that have begun around food gardens. Visit KOS EN FYNBOS website to view more stories of food and 
gardens. https://www.facebook.com/kosenfynbos/
KOS IN DIE KAROO is a collaborative project.  The project is managed by Landmark Foundation, the GCBR are 
the funding administrators as well as assistance with logistics and manpower with feet on the ground.

In Education,
Monica Vaccaro
Landmark Foundation
Education
www.landmarkfoundation.org.za 
083 711 8322
Follow the link for more pictures. https://www.facebook.com/LandmarkFoundation/photos/?
tab=album&album_id=1351930258174576
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